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The literature reports mixed findings on whether measuring individual change over time
on an interim progress monitoring assessment adds value to understanding student
differences in future performance on an assessment. This study examines the relations
among descriptive measures of growth (simple difference and average difference) and
inferential measures [ordinary least squares (OLS) and empirical Bayes] for 800,000
students in grades 4, 8, and 10 and considers how well such measures statistically
explain differences in end-of-year reading comprehension after controlling for student
performance on a mid-year status assessment. Student differences in their reading
comprehension performance were explained by the four growth estimates (simple
difference, average difference, OLS, and empirical Bayes) and differed by status variable
used (i.e., performance on the fall, winter, or spring benchmark assessment). The four
growth estimates examined in the study all contributed significantly to predicting end-of-
year reading comprehension when initial, fall performance was used as a covariate. The
simple difference growth estimate was the best predictor when controlling for mid-year
(winter) status, and all but the simple difference estimate contributed significantly when
controlling for final (spring) status.

Keywords: individual growth curve, benchmark, value added (VA), screening, state outcomes

INTRODUCTION

Close monitoring of students’ progress to identify students whose progress in reading assessment
performance is not sufficiently matched to an identified performance target, and thus may need
additional intervention, is an essential element of response to intervention/instruction systems and
to accountability systems more broadly (Fuchs and Fuchs, 1998; Fuchs et al., 2003, 2004; McMaster
et al., 2005; Compton et al., 2006; Schatschneider et al., 2008). When an interim assessment is
administered multiple times within an academic year, data from a sample of individuals are typically
used to evaluate changes in performance over time. Estimations of individual growth or change can
be used to test if a student is growing or not growing, as well as if they is growing fast or slow relative
to another individual in the sample. In addition to using the individual growth rate to evaluate
change, it is possible to find students whose score at the first assessment period and growth trends
differ from the sample mean.

Empirical work within the framework of response to intervention has tested whether individual
growth from interim assessments in a particular population statistically explained sample
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differences in selected outcome performances beyond what could
be predicted by performance at a single point in time (i.e., initial,
middle, and final performance; Schatschneider et al., 2008; Kim
et al., 2010; Yeo et al., 2012; Zumeta et al., 2012). Yeo et al.
(2012) used latent parallel process growth models to test how
well intercepts and individual growth estimates from curriculum-
based measures of reading fluency and Maze (i.e., a multiple-
choice cloze task) explained sample differences on the Tennessee
Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP). They found that
individual growth curves from the structural portion of the
model did not statistically explain TCAP differences beyond the
first assessment. Zumeta et al. (2012) used non-linear individual
growth curve analysis and multiple regression to evaluate the
correlations between growth in word identification fluency and
its relation to several outcome measures, including the Woodcock
Reading Mastery Test-Revised (Woodcock, 1998), and both sight
word and decoding portions of the Test of Word Reading
Efficiency (Torgesen et al., 1999). Weak to moderate correlations
between the measures of growth and the selected outcomes were
observed. Yeo et al. (2012) and Zumeta et al. (2012) used different
samples and different measures of reading skills and as such, their
conflicting findings cannot be compared. However, two other
studies using the same measures with approximately the same
sample also yielded conflicting findings (Schatschneider et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2010).

Kim et al. (2010) used a combination of growth curve
modeling and dominance analysis to test whether growth in oral
reading fluency as measured by the DIBELS assessment (Good
and Kaminski, 2002) explained why student scores varied on
the Stanford Achievement Test, 10th edition (SAT-10; Harcourt
Brace, 2003) for a cohort of students followed from grades 1
through 3. The study results reported that about 15% of the
growth occurred during grade 1, 15% during grade 2, and 6%
during grade 3. Individual growth in oral reading fluency during
grade 2 explained 7% of the variance in SAT-10 scores at the
end of the school year but did not explain grade 3 sample
differences in SAT-10 performance when other variables were
controlled. Finally, growth in oral reading fluency during grade
3 accounted for approximately 6% of sample differences in grade
3 SAT-10 performance. In a similar study using DIBELS as a
measure of growth in oral reading fluency, Schatschneider et al.
(2008) used a combination of linear analysis of individual growth
curves and multiple regression to predict grade 1 performance
on the SAT-10. They found that growth in oral reading fluency
did not explain variation in student performance on the SAT-
10 after controlling for initial status. Although form effects
are often an issue when oral reading fluency is used as a
measure of growth (for example, Francis et al., 2008; Petscher
and Kim, 2011), Schatschneider et al. (2008) and Kim et al.
(2010) used approximately the same sample and oral reading
fluency probes, so the sharp contrast in their conclusions needs
to be explained.

Limitations of Prior Research
All these studies show how growth in interim progress
monitoring measures might expand the understanding of why

students vary in their performance on selected outcomes.
Although each study had specific limitations related to study
design and sampling, three methodological differences across
the studies are especially worth noting: the status variable used
as a covariate in predicting the outcome, the type of growth
estimate used to predict the outcome, and the achievement
level of the sample.

The Status Variable Used
The predictive studies by Kim et al. (2010), Yeo et al. (2012),
and Zumeta et al. (2012) used the first assessment point (student
performance in the fall) as the status variable. Schatschneider
et al. (2008) used the final assessment point (spring). All the
studies addressed the broad question of how well individual
growth curves explain differences in selected outcomes beyond
that of a status variable. Schatschneider et al. (2008) framed
the research questions around how individual growth curves
uniquely predicted outcomes beyond predictions based on end-
of-year status, while the other three studies looked at using
individual growth curves to explain differences in outcome
performance beyond the contributions based on beginning-of-
year status. The choice of the first or the last assessment point
affects the understanding of how individual growth curves can
account for individual differences in an outcome, controlling for
the fall or spring status. The use of different status covariates in
these studies means that the results are not directly comparable.

An ancillary consideration is that none of these predictive
models used the mid-year assessment as a status variable.
The mid-year has appealed both instructionally and practically.
Instructionally, it marks the first time that a learning gain within
the same school year can be evaluated. Knowing the unique
contribution of gains from the fall to the mid-year for predicting
outcomes at the end of the school year could enable teachers to
modify or differentiate instruction accordingly. From a practical
perspective, using mid-year status makes more sense than using
beginning-of-year status, when no growth has yet taken place, or
end-of-year status, when teachers can no longer adapt instruction
to individual differences in gains over the year.

Type of Growth Estimate Used
All the studies but Yeo et al. (2012) used individual growth curves
estimated with ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to predict
the selected outcomes; Yeo et al. (2012) used latent growth curves
with a maximum-likelihood estimator. None of the studies used
an empirical Bayes slope (model-based estimate of individual
growth curves), often considered a best practice for estimating
individual growth (Singer and Willett, 2003) because it combines
OLS estimates with the grand mean (i.e., population mean). The
empirical Bayes slope shrinks an OLS estimate toward the grand
mean by a factor proportional to its individual unreliability;
thus, individual OLS growth values at the tails of the slope
distribution get pulled much closer to the grand mean because
they are typically less reliable—and therefore less likely to reflect
the true slope. Although the empirical Bayes estimate yields a
more reliable slope, it often comes at a cost: biased estimates
(Singer and Willett, 2003).
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Achievement Level of the Sample
A final methodological consideration concerns the nature of the
sample. Yeo et al. (2012), noting that the lack of predictive validity
of individual growth curves might have been related to their
sample not consisting predominantly of students at high risk
of low performance, conjectured that individual growth curves
might be more predictive for these students. Zumeta et al. (2012)
found that growth on the word identification fluency task was
more strongly associated with outcomes for the low-performing
subsample than for the average and high-performing subsamples.
Because frequent progress monitoring often focuses on students
with the highest risk of low performance, the types of regression
models typically used to evaluate differential predictive validity
might fail to adequately capture how well individual growth
curves explain student differences in FCAT performance for
individuals at the low end of the achievement distribution for the
dependent variable.

Purpose of Current Study and Study
Questions
The growing reliance on interim progress monitoring
assessments in both response to intervention and broader
accountability systems such as those mandated by state and
national policy elevates the importance of studying the extent
to which individual growth curves uniquely explain variance in
selected outcomes (e.g., state accountability measures) beyond
what can be accounted for by the status variable alone. The
literature has produced mixed findings, with some studies
suggesting that growth in reading statistically explains such
differences (Kim et al., 2010) but others finding it did not
(Schatschneider et al., 2008; Yeo et al., 2012).

Differences in the type of slope used in the study (OLS
or maximum likelihood) and in the status variable used as a
covariate (fall or spring assessment) have been proposed as the
reason for the conflicting results. Thus, two immediate goals
of this study were to evaluate the extent to which different
approaches to estimating individual growth curves differentially
predict an outcome beyond what is predicted using a single status
variable (for example, results of the fall interim assessment),
as well as the extent to which the statistical significance of the
individual growth curve might vary when the status variable
changes (for example, from fall to spring). In addition, the study
sought to expand the research base by testing the extent to which
individual growth curves predict performance beyond what is
predicted by a mid-year (winter) status variable and by studying
what the unique relations might look like in understudied
populations (for example, students in secondary grades).

K–3 students have been the population of interest in many
responses to intervention studies, with less focus on secondary
school students (e.g., Espin et al., 2010; Barth et al., 2012). The
National Center on Response to Intervention noted that most
states use response to intervention as a prevention/intervention
model, while fewer use it for identifying students with learning
disabilities. Research has found secondary school students to be
responsive to targeted, intensive literacy interventions (Calhoon,
2005; Edmonds et al., 2009; Calhoon and Petscher, 2013).
That makes it important to characterize the extent to which

growth in measures of reading comprehension uniquely predict
outcomes for both secondary and primary school students.
That is especially relevant considering studies (like Silberglitt
and Hintze, 2007) that find differences in expected growth
rates as grade level rises, with average growth slowing from
grade 2 to grade 6 on interim progress monitoring assessments
(administered three times a year).

In a typical response to intervention framework, progress
monitoring assessments are administered once or twice a week.
Considering the practical obstacles of scheduling weekly or more
frequent assessments, recent research has examined the viability
of shifting to fewer assessments (Jenkins et al., 2009). Ardoin
et al. (2013) used simulation to study the validity and reliability
of growth estimates dependent on the schedule and duration of
progress monitoring assessments, as well as the dataset quality.
They found growth estimates from monthly assessments over a
17-week period to be sufficiently valid and reliable for low-stakes
decisions when the dataset was of very high quality.

Shaped by the limitations of previous research and gaps in
developmental research on progress monitoring, the following
research questions for this applied research methods report
consider student growth for grades 4, 8, and 10 in 2009/10.
RQ1: What are the relations among descriptive measures of
student change (simple difference and average difference) and
inferential measures of individual growth curves (OLS and
empirical Bayes)? RQ2: Controlling for students’ mid-year
status, how well do the different measures of student change
and individual growth curves explain sample differences in
end-of-year reading comprehension performance? RQ3: How
does controlling for students’ initial or final status affect how
well the different measures of student change and individual
growth curves explain sample differences in end-of-year reading
comprehension performance?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data for this study are from the Archive Data Core (ADC),
a database at the Florida Center for Reading Research. The
measures used are the results on the state achievement test,
the Florida Comprehension Assessment Test (FCAT), and on
the Florida Assessments for Instruction in Reading (FAIR),
administered three times a year for progress monitoring. This
section outlines the theoretical framework for the analyses, the
sample, the measures used in the study, and methods used to
analyze the data.

Sample
The study drew on archival data from the ADC on 1,132,263
students in grades 4, 8, and 10 for 2009/10. The ADC contains
benchmark data in reading reported three times a year, as
well as outcome data for the FCAT. A key consideration was
that the findings reflect Florida’s student population. As such,
it was important to compare the demographics and academic
achievement of students in the ADC data with those of the
student population in the state as a whole. An initial investigation
revealed that the ADC sample did not precisely reflect the
achievement distribution of all grade 4, 8, and 10 students in
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Florida. To correct for these differences, a stratified subsample
was constructed to reflect the observed achievement distribution
across the five FCAT proficiency levels (see section “Measures”)
for children in these grades. State-aggregated data on the
population distribution on the FCAT were used as known
parameters for constructing the stratified random sample.

Measures
Florida Comprehension Assessment Test
The FCAT reading is an end-of-year, group-administered,
criterion-referenced test consisting of informational and
narrative reading passages with multiple-choice questions
(Florida Department of Education, 2005). Students receive a
developmentally scaled score and a proficiency level score, with
level 1 the lowest proficiency and level 5 the highest. Students
meet grade-level standards if they score at level 3 or higher. The
current study used FCAT developmental scale scores from the
end of the 2009/10 school year. Reported internal consistency for
the FCAT is high, at α = 0.90 (Florida Department of Education,
2005). Moreover, content and concurrent validity of test scores
have been established through a series of expert panel reviews
and data analyses (Florida Department of Education, 2001). The
validity of the FCAT as a comprehensive assessment of reading
outcomes received strong empirical support in an analysis of
its correlations with a variety of other reading comprehension,
language, and basic reading measures (Schatschneider et al.,
2004).

Florida Assessments for Instruction in Reading
The FAIR consists of interim reading assessments given three
times each year in kindergarten through grade 10 (Florida
Department of Education, 2009). In grades 4, 8, and 10
students take a computer-adaptive reading comprehension
screen consisting of up to three passages with multiple-choice
questions similar in format to those on the FCAT. Performance
is reported as an ability score (a developmental scaled score that
can track growth from grade 3 through 10). The current study
used the FAIR ability scores from the fall, winter, and spring
assessments for the 2009/10 school year.

Reported reliability for the ability scores from the reading
comprehension screen is at least α = 0.90 for 60% of students
and at least α = 0.80 for 98% of students (Florida Department
of Education, 2009). Recent technical reporting on the FAIR
showed strong correlations (r > 0.66) across assessment points
(fall, winter, and spring administration) for the FAIR reading
comprehension screen for students in grades 3–10 (Foorman
and Petscher, 2010a). In addition, the screen has been shown
to explain individual differences in FCAT reading performance
beyond that predicted using prior-year performance on the FCAT
(average 1R2 = 3.7%; Foorman and Petscher, 2010b). Together,
these reports indicate that performance on the FAIR can help
explain individual student differences on the FCAT scores beyond
those explained by data for the prior-year FCAT.

Missing Data
The amount of data missing in the stratified sample increased
with grade level and decreased across FAIR assessment points

within grade for all grades, ranging from 4.6% missing in the
fall through 26.6% missing in the spring. Because all students
are required to take the FCAT, missingness was not related
to the outcome variable (end-of-year reading comprehension).
Thus, the data were assumed to be missing at random. Little’s
(1985) missing completely at random (MCAR) was assessed for
all variables by grade, and in all instances, the null hypothesis
(that data were MCAR) was rejected (p < 0.001).

As noted, a disadvantage of using OLS to estimate growth
is that complete data are necessary for estimating parameters,
whereas empirical Bayes can be used to estimate individual
growth curves using full information maximum likelihood. To
compare these measures of growth, therefore, it was necessary
to evaluate both complete case and missing data conditions. All
missing data were imputed using PROC MI in SAS. The pattern
of results was the same regardless of whether the data used
were the original scores or the imputed data. Cohen’s d for the
difference between the original and imputed data ranged from
−0.05 to 0.00 and averaged −0.02, −0.03, and −0.02 for fall,
winter, and spring FAIR across grades 3–10. Results are available
from the first author on request.

Selecting the Appropriate Growth Measure
Four types of estimates for measuring student change range from
descriptive, computationally simple measures of change (simple
difference and average difference scores) to complex, inferential
measures (OLS and empirical Bayes). The supplemental online
materials detail the calculation and estimation differences among
these measures of change. Each of the four growth metrics has
conceptual or statistical properties that can influence a decision
on how to estimate growth. One measure’s statistical merit might
need to be weighed against its computational demands. For
example, local or state education agency personnel might prefer
the descriptive measures of growth (simple and average difference
scores), because they allow teachers to estimate student change
across the year by calculating simple scores. But a researcher
interested in using individual growth curves for analysis might
be drawn to an inferential measure that maximizes reliability
(empirical Bayes) or provides an unbiased estimate of change
(OLS). Researchers will typically opt for the more reliable
estimate of growth, as minimizing error in measured variables is
always desirable. Further, a score’s validity depends on the degree
of error in the measure. Thus, differences in the predictive validity
of the individual growth curves for each growth measure are
important to consider.

RQ1
To explore the relations among the four measures, each was
used to calculate and estimate growth. For the two descriptive
measures (simple difference and average difference) the observed
measures of reading comprehension ability (fall, winter, and
spring FAIR ability scores) were used. Calculating the simple
difference score allows teachers to estimate how much change
in reading performance relative to instruction has occurred and
to compare student change. The simple difference score was
calculated as the change occurring between the fall and winter
assessments (the first estimate of change that can be calculated
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during the academic year using interim/benchmark assessments).
The average difference score was computed as the difference
between the fall and spring assessments divided by the number
of change scores (two) during the year. The simple difference
between winter and spring was not calculated because it would
not be an actionable score for influencing instruction to meet an
end-of-year benchmark for a state achievement test.

The two inferential measures of growth (OLS and empirical
Bayes) were estimated using a multilevel growth model. Growth
curve analyses were run for each grade, and the residual files were
retained so that the OLS and empirical Bayes estimates could be
used in the secondary multiple regression analysis. The individual
growth curves were used to estimate the means and variances for
each measure by grade and to evaluate the distribution of each
measure. Simple bivariate correlations and scatterplots were used
to examine the relations among growth measures.

RQ2
A series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses were run for
each grade level using the generated measures of growth. The
baseline regression model included the intercept and the winter
FAIR ability score. The resulting R2 conveyed how much of the
individual variation in the FCAT was explained by the winter
FAIR reading comprehension ability score. To estimate a total
R2 based on both the winter FAIR and each growth measure,
four additional models were run iteratively with each measure of
growth entered as a second independent variable. The difference
between the total R2 and each of the added-growth models
was used to evaluate which measures of growth best explained
differences in the FCAT at each grade level. Although there
are methods for testing whether two R2 values are statistically
differentiated (Alf and Graf, 1999), such analysis would not yield
meaningful information with so large a sample. Instead, the
difference in R2 values between estimators was compared using
Cohen’s (1988) criteria: 1R2 of 2–12% is considered a small,
practically important effect; 13–25%, a moderate effect; and 26%
or greater, a large effect. In each model, the model-adjusted R2

was equal to the model-estimated R2 due to the large samples at
each grade level (n = 100,000) and the small number of predictors
(two) in each model.

RQ3
As with the previous research question, a series of hierarchical
multiple regression analyses were run at each grade level, but
for this question, the baseline regression model was changed.
The regression models were run using the fall FAIR reading
comprehension ability score rather than the winter score as the
status variable before including each growth measure. A second
set of regressions were then run using the spring FAIR score as
the status variable.

RESULTS

Sample Characteristics
From the full PMRN sample (1,132,263 students), a stratified
random sample of 800,000 students (100,000 per grade) was

created from Grades 4, 8, and 10. The achievement distribution
for the stratified PMRN sample better matched the state
population. The demographic characteristics of the stratified
PMRN sample matched those of the state population as well: 51%
male, 48% White, 24% Hispanic, 19% Black, 4% more than one
race, 2% Asian, and less than 1% other (Supplementary Table 1).
Approximately 7% of students were identified as English language
learners, and 56% were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, a
proxy for low-income status.

Descriptive Statistics
During 2009/10 the FAIR reading comprehension ability scores
across grades 4, 8, and 10 ranged from 200 to 800, and the
FCAT developmental scale score ranged from 295 to 3,008
(Table 1). The average FAIR reading comprehension ability
score rose from fall to spring for all students across grades.
Reading comprehension performance remained fairly stable
across the three assessment points of the Florida Assessments
for Instruction in Reading, and correlations with the Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test were strong. The FAIR reading
comprehension ability scores were moderately and positively
correlated across the three assessment points, indicating that
performance remained fairly stable within grades (Table 1).
Correlations of the fall and winter FAIR with the FCAT were
strong within and across grades as well (r = 0.70–0.75 across
grades and time points). Moreover, the concurrent correlation
between the spring FAIR and the FCAT ranged from r = 0.70 to
0.76 across grades.

RQ1: What Are the Relations Among
Descriptive and Inferential Measures of
Student Performance Growth?
The simple difference score was calculated as the difference
between the fall and winter FAIR reading comprehension ability
scores, whereas the average difference score was calculated as the
difference between the spring and fall scores divided by two. The
two inferential measures of growth were the residuals from the
multilevel model nesting time within student. Model diagnostics
for the multilevel analysis included an evaluation of the residuals
by time-point. All models indicated that the residuals at each
time-point were centered on 0. Results are available from the
corresponding author on request.

The OLS and empirical Bayes both had a mean of 0 across
grades, but their standard deviations differed (Table 1). Across
grades 4, 8, and 10, standard deviations ranged from 12.05 to
13.03 for OLS-based individual growth curves and from 1.81
to 2.43 for empirical Bayes–based individual growth curves (see
Table 1). This difference was not surprising considering the
shrinkage in growth when estimated using empirical Bayes (the
individual slope is weighted by the average of the sample).
Change-based means on the descriptive measures revealed that
the average difference score ranged from a between-assessment
gain of 2.40 points in grade 10–18.13 points in grade 4. The
pattern of average change across grades was fairly systematic: the
largest gains were made by students in the lowest grades (Table 1).
A similar pattern was observed for the simple difference score.
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TABLE 1 | Descriptive statistics by grade level and correlations among measures.

Grade Variable Mean SD Min Max

4 Fall FAIR 431.14 109.82 200 766

Winter FAIR 449.10 107.81 200 766

Spring FAIR 467.41 107.32 200 766

FCAT 1599.32 334.03 295 2,638

Simple difference 17.96 88.84 –442.00 505

Average difference 18.13 44.32 –204.50 245

Ordinary least squares 0.00 13.03 –61.37 66.96

Empirical Bayes 0.00 2.43 –11.47 12.56

8 Fall FAIR 544.99 95.23 200 793

Winter FAIR 550.02 101.48 200 793

Spring FAIR 560.40 102.88 200 793

FCAT 1893.81 237.71 886 2,790

Simple difference 5.03 71.89 –487.00 416

Average difference 7.71 38.55 –196.50 246

Ordinary least squares 0.00 12.05 –59.59 66.29

Empirical Bayes 0.00 1.85 –8.28 7.85

10 Fall FAIR 588.17 93.03 317 800

Winter FAIR 587.33 100.33 317 800

Spring FAIR 592.98 100.24 317 800

FCAT 1970.62 330.04 844 3,008

Simple difference –0.84 71.52 –457.00 447

Average difference 2.40 38.16 –228.50 231

Ordinary least squares 0.00 12.27 –67.33 65.20

Empirical Bayes 0.00 1.81 –8.66 7.80

Correlations Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 10

Fall FAIR to winter FAIR 0.70 0.74 0.73

Winter FAIR to spring FAIR 0.73 0.70 0.72

Fall FAIR to spring FAIR 0.67 0.73 0.69

Fall FAIR and FCAT 0.70 0.74 0.74

Winter FAIR and FCAT 0.73 0.73 0.71

Spring FAIR and FCAT 0.75 0.73 0.71

FAIR, Florida Assessment for Instruction in Reading; FCAT, Florida Comprehensive
Achievement Test; SD, standard deviation; min, minimum value; max, maximum
value.
Correlations over time and among the three FAIR reading comprehension ability
scores the FCAT developmental scaled score, by grade, 2009/10.

The mean change across grades ranged from −0.84 points in
grade 10–17.96 points in grade 4. A negative average score
may appear counterintuitive considering that a developmentally
scaled score should produce average increases over time. Indeed,
comparing the observed means in Table 1 (588.17 in the fall and
587.33 in the winter) shows that the decrease from fall to winter
was negligible (Cohen’s d = 0.009).

To better understand the relations among the four slope
scores, as well as their bivariate correlations with the
FCAT, Figure 1 depicts a matrix scatterplot that includes
Pearson correlations (upper diagonal), histograms (diagonal),
and scatterplots (lower diagonal). The histograms for all
variables within grade show that the scores follow a fairly
normal distribution.

Several correlational trends are worth noting. First, the growth
measures are shown to be moderately to perfectly correlated
across grades. For students in grade 4, a perfect or nearly

perfect correlation is observed between empirical Bayes and OLS
(r = 1.00), empirical Bayes and average difference (r = 0.96), and
OLS and average difference (r = 0.96). For students in grades
8 and 10, the correlations decrease slightly but remain strong
(r = 0.88 between empirical Bayes and OLS, r = 0.79–0.81 between
empirical Bayes and average difference, and r = 0.89–0.91
between OLS and average difference). Further, for all students,
moderate correlations are observed between simple difference
and empirical Bayes (r = 0.38–0.50), simple difference and OLS
(r = 0.38–0.50), and simple difference and average difference
(r = 0.49–0.58).

Second, as already noted, a limitation of the progress
monitoring literature is that many of the studies evaluating
the relation of growth with outcomes used samples that did
not consist of predominately low-ability/high-risk students. The
same criticism can be leveled here, as the sample of 100,000
students at each grade contained students with low, average, and
above average reading ability (see Table 1). The scatterplots in
Figure 1 corroborate this in that the correlations among growth
measures are stronger at the lowest end of the reading ability
distribution. That being the case, the Pearson correlations shown
in Figure 1 would mask the correlations among variables for
students at the lowest end of the reading ability distribution
because the coefficients were estimated in a conditional means
model (which estimates the average relation). Third, unlike
the correlations among the growth measures, the correlations
between the growth measures and the FCAT were near zero for
all grades (see Figure 1), with the exception of the correlation
between empirical Bayes and the FCAT for students in grades 8
and 10 (r = 0.42 in grade 8; r = 0.39 in grade 10). The lack of a
correlation between most of the slope measures and the FCAT
suggests that individual differences in the individual growth
curves would not explain differences in the FCAT outcome but
that once status was included as a predictor, individual growth
curves could contribute.

RQ2: Controlling for Students’ Mid-Year
Status, How Much Unique Variance in
End-of-Year Reading Comprehension
Performance Can Be Explained by the
Measure of Growth Used?
Hierarchical multiple regressions (see Supplementary Table 2)
used to estimate the amount how the four measures of growth
explain differences in the FCAT after accounting for mid-year
(winter) status on the FAIR found that they accounted for 49–
56% of the variance for students in grades 3–10 in the baseline
model (Table 2). Unstandardized regression coefficients for each
model by grade are reported in Supplementary Table 2. Table 2
reports the 1R2 between growth measures controlling for winter
status by grade. Adding the OLS slope and the average difference
score did not explain FCAT differences among students beyond
that accounted for by the winter assessment, and adding the
empirical Bayes explained only a negligible amount of additional
variance (1R2 = 0–2%). By contrast, adding the simple difference
score (change from the fall FAIR to the winter FAIR) explained an
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FIGURE 1 | Matrix scatterplot depicting Pearson correlations (upper diagonal), histograms (diagonal), and scatterplots (lower diagonal) for the FCAT and growth
measures, by grade, 2009/10. FCAT, Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test; EB, empirical Bayes; OLS, ordinary least squares; SD, simple difference; AD, average
difference.

additional 6–10% of the variance in FCAT scores across grades 3–
10. Based on Cohen’s criteria for evaluating the strength of an R2,
these constituted small, yet practically important effects.

RQ: How Does Controlling for Students’
Initial or Final Status Relate to the
Amount of Unique Variance in
End-of-Year Reading Comprehension
Performance That Is Explained by
Different Measures of Growth?
Specific results for the hierarchical multiple regressions of
adding growth measures beyond each status measure are
reported in Supplementary Table 2. Aggregated findings from
the base model that only included status measures (Table 2)
showed that the base model accounted for 48–55% of the
variance in FCAT performance across grades. In general,
all growth measures explained additional variance in FCAT
performance for all grades after controlling for fall status.
Empirical Bayes explained an additional 6–12% of variance,
OLS explained 5–12%, average difference explained 7–14%,
and simple difference explained 7–12%. As was the case
for the base (winter status variable) model, the amount of
variance explained by the four growth measures was interpreted
as a small effect.

Results for the hierarchical multiple regressions controlling
for students’ final (spring) status showed that the base model
accounted for 49–58% of the variance in FCAT performance
for students in grades 3–10 (Table 2). In general, empirical
Bayes, OLS, and average difference measures of growth explained
significant variance in FCAT performance after controlling for
fall status, whereas the simple difference measure of growth
explained no additional variance. Empirical Bayes added 5–
8%, OLS added 7–10%, and average difference added 1–12%.
Auxiliary comparisons between growth measures controlling for
spring status showed that empirical Bayes, OLS, and average
difference explained the same amount of variance in FCAT scores
for students in grades 3–5. However, in grades 6 and 8, OLS and
average difference explained 3–5% more variance than empirical

Bayes. Further, in grades 7, 9, and 10, average difference explained
2–4% more variance than OLS, which explained 2–3% more
variance than empirical Bayes. Except for the simple difference
score, the amount of variance explained by the growth measures
was interpreted as a small effect.

DISCUSSION

The results from a combination of multilevel growth curves,
and hierarchical multiple regression suggest that the extent to
which individual growth curves may explain variance beyond
what can be explained by any one status variable depends on how
growth is operationally defined and measured and what status
variable is used as a covariate in the statistical model. In grade
4, the average amount of variance explained in FCAT scores by
the individual growth curve was 11% when controlling for the
fall FAIR score and 6% when controlling for the spring FAIR
score, while in grades 8 and 10 it was 8% controlling for either
the fall or spring score. These results suggest that individual
growth curves may be stronger for elementary school students
when the data are centered at the fall FAIR and stronger for

TABLE 2 | Proportion of variance in FCAT scores performance explained by
growth measures after controlling for status (base model) on the FAIR, by grade.

Grade Status Base
R2

1R2 from Base R2

Simple
difference

Average
difference

Ordinary least
squares

Empirical
Bayes

4 Winter 0.54 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00

8 Winter 0.53 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.01

10 Winter 0.51 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.01

4 Fall 0.48 0.12 0.14 0.12 0.12

8 Fall 0.54 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.08

10 Fall 0.55 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06

4 Spring 0.56 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.07

8 Spring 0.53 0.00 0.10 0.09 0.06

10 Spring 0.50 0.00 0.12 0.10 0.07
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middle and high school students when the data are centered at
the spring FAIR.

The status covariate was found to affect how individual growth
curves relate to FCAT performance. When the fall score was used
as the status variable in the base model, all four growth measures
added a small yet practically important contribution (average 9–
11%) to the prediction of the FCAT score. When the spring FAIR
score was used, the simple difference growth measure was no
longer predictive, and when the winter score was used, the simple
difference growth measure was the only one that consistently
added a practically important contribution to the explanation of
differences in the outcome across grades.

The extent to which the type of growth estimate explained
student FCAT scores was most strongly associated with the
status variable covariate. Bivariate correlations demonstrated that
the slope coefficients were at least moderately associated with
one another (see Figure 1). The average correlation among the
four growth measures across grades was r = 0.70, suggesting
that the stability or rank ordering of students by slope was
fairly consistent across the estimates. Although the correlations
among the slope estimates were large, the correlations of the
slope estimates and the outcome depended entirely on the status
variable (except for the empirical Bayes slope). This finding
is consistent with estimates reported by Zumeta et al. (2012),
who found near-zero correlations for slope with the selected
outcomes of decoding and reading fluency for the representative
sample of 25% low-ability students, 50% average ability, and
25% high ability.

Traditional regression analysis might mask predictive
correlations with an outcome. Consider that the analysis of
the effect of individual growth curves when controlling for
winter status on the FAIR suggested that the average difference,
OLS, and empirical Bayes growth measures consistently did
not explain differences in the FCAT. When considering the
extent to which growth explains differences in outcomes, it is
important to think about how to characterize growth and about
which status variable is most appropriate. One option is to take
a developmental progression perspective. Statistical models are
agnostic to the data, and it is up to the user to define a model that
is both statistically and theoretically sound. When the fall score
is used as the status variable, any growth has yet to take place,
so using the estimated slope yields little practical information,
on average, for practitioners. When the winter score is used in
the baseline model, the simple difference growth measure may
be the most meaningful because the average difference, OLS, and
empirical Bayes growth measures all incorporate information
about students that is not yet available when controlling for the
status variable. The only status variable for which a within-year
growth estimate should be used is the spring score; from a
practical perspective, however, this may be less useful to teachers
and practitioners looking for a growth measure to use during the
year to identify students requiring intervention.

Statistically, the developmental progression perspective
resolves many issues with the apparently conflicting results
based on centering. Consider the results for grade 3 students.
The statistical outcomes for the fall model suggested that 53%
of the variance in the FCAT outcome was explained by the base

model and about 10% more by individual growth curves, for
a total of 63%. In the winter model, the base model accounted
for 56% of the variance, an increase of 3% (56% minus 53%),
but adding individual growth curves would explain not explain
FCAT differences. The idea of losing explanatory power as the
criterion is approached does not sit well: it is difficult to explain
how a 63% total variance explained in the fall drops to 56% in the
winter and then increases to 65% in the spring (57% base model
plus 8% additional variance). Taking a developmental approach
instead shows that 53% of the variance is explained in the fall (no
slope added), 63% in the winter (simple difference score added),
and 65% in the spring (average difference, OLS, or empirical
Bayes score added).

Taken as a whole, these findings suggest several broad
sets of recommendations, with the noted limitation that such
generalizations relate solely to the data used in this study. First,
for individuals evaluating the within-year effects of individual
growth curves, using the estimated individual growth curves
such as OLS or empirical Bayes is theoretically relevant from a
developmental perspective only when one controls for the final
(spring) assessment, not when the first or mid-year assessment
is accounted for in the analysis. Although it was observed
that the OLS and empirical Bayes individual growth curves
explained student differences in the FCAT after controlling for
the fall assessment, we conjecture that this is due to including
more statistical information in the model than a developmental
perspective would allow. Including an individual growth curve
with fall status in the statistical model contains information about
growth that occurs during the full time period, in this case, during
the academic year. Thus, the extent to which the individual
growth curve explains differences in the FCAT beyond the fall
assessment is due to the growth estimate inherently including
information about their performance in the winter and spring. It
is natural to expect that an individual growth curve would predict
beyond the fall status variable. In this instance, the individual
growth curve has the potential to provide misleading information
about how important the individual growth curve is in explaining
student differences on the FCAT as a developmental perspective
would preclude a meaningful interpretation.

Second, for both researchers and practitioners, using the
simple difference score may provide valuable information about
student differences in an outcome, beyond that of the mid-year
status variable. The results in this study showed a statistically
significant effect for the simple difference score. This measure of
student change represents a score type that is developmentally
appropriate to include in the statistical model which includes
mid-year status. The simple difference score does not contain
additional information about future performance when including
the mid-year status; thus, its statistical relevance coupled with the
ease of its calculation suggests that this score type may be a useful
measure of student change to explain differences in an outcome
beyond a status variable. The benefit of a simple difference score
in practice allows teachers to potentially differentiate students
needing different supports as a function of both initial starting
levels and change over time. Two students with the same change
score yet different initial starting levels may imply different
courses of action such that a small amount of change coupled
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with low initial scores might suggest more intensive interventions
compared to a student with small change but average initial
scores. Similarly, a teacher may be able to differentiate needed
instructional supports between two students with the same initial
score but different amounts of change.

Third, the average difference score may provide information
about student performance differences on the FCAT beyond
that of the spring assessment. This score type explained student
differences in the FCAT at a comparable level to the OLS and
empirical Bayes individual growth curves (Table 2). Because
this score type was both statistically relevant in explaining
student differences beyond the spring assessment and is a simple
computation for researchers and practitioners, it, in conjunction
with the simple difference should be further explored for its use
as an explanatory variable of student outcomes.

While the findings of this study extend the previous research
on the value of interim assessments beyond primary grades
(Schatschneider et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010; Yeo et al., 2012)
to middle and secondary school grades using a large sample,
the work is limited by the measures used in the population, the
subject matter assessed (reading comprehension), the frequency
with which assessments were administered, and the type of
student growth estimates used. The findings might differ if
the number of interim assessments changed or if other growth
measures were used. Future work could examine reliability of the
score types and how prior-year individual growth curves could
be used to inform predictions beyond those of the fall and winter
status variables and the prior year’s FCAT performance, so that
individual growth curves could be informative predictors beyond
those assessment periods.
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